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The culture of your organisation is nothing

more than group habit. 

 

It's the sum of the behaviours of every person

in your organisation or team. These can

accumulate to be a winning culture of

productivity, respect and team spirit. They can

also be spiralling your culture in the wrong

direction. 

 

If you want to change the culture of your

organisation you change the behaviours.

 

This must start with knowledge of the

behaviours you need to achieve business

success and the company goals. This is hard,

but behaviours, thankfully, can be written

down, communicated, explained and observed. 

 

Once you've identified the behaviours you

need study your people to see whether or not

they exhibit these behaviours. Adapt the

matrix as you go where needed.

 

You can reverse engineer by studying

behaviours and understanding your culture, or

you can outline the culture and behaviours and

see who is exhibiting them. We'll work with

you to propose the appropriate way to do this.

 

We have preprepared behaviours for agility and

high performing teams - or we'll work with you

define your own.

WHY  A  MATRIX  OF

BEHAVIOURS ?

Define sample behaviours

across a number of categories

such as Communication,

Mentoring, Technical, Agility,

Team Focus and more.

Build a behaviour matrix for

the team, as well as for any

specific roles. It makes sense

to start with leaders and

managers first - they are the

ultimate role models.

Study and observe people for

behaviours - ideally in a work

setting over some considerable

time, but group activities and

off-sites provide rich

environments too.

Map people across the matrix

to understand the cultural

maturity your team exhibit.

Provide next steps and

coaching elements to nudge

behaviours.
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2.

3.

4.
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It gives managers a model to use

to nudge and discuss behaviours.

It gives managers and HR a tool

for objectively discussing

promotions and team

restructuring. It's also a

wonderful tool for succession

planning.

It gives direct reports a clear

path for career progression -

with actionable ideas for

behaviour improvement.

It gives the team a rich

understanding of what

behaviours to expect from their

peers.

It gives the foundations for

coaching and Personal

Development Plans with

tangible outputs of improved

behaviours.

It helps managers and leaders

understand the culture of their

teams or organisations
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HOW  I T  WORKS



Objective descriptions of behaviours

observed during the assessment period

Rich descriptions of behaviours of

individuals taking into account the great

behavioural diversity around the team. For

example, not everybody is good at

contributing in big audience settings - but

that doesn't mean they aren't a perfect fit for

your team

Observations of your team in many different

scenarios such as meetings, presentations,

co-working and individual task settings - we

help to structure the day to ensure we get to

see everybody in action

Mappings of each person against the agreed

behaviour matrix

Next steps and recommended coaching

actions

An in-person half day report back to you

 

 

Note:
 

The output should not be the only source of

insight you should have about your teams - we

recommend this is combined with manager

reviews, performance management input,

PDPs and peer insights.

 

WHAT  ARE

BEHAVIOURS ?
We have spent years managing

people using behaviours. We have

used this knowledge to inform

hiring, personal development and

building winning cultures. 

 

We have also spent years coaching

and supporting managers in

adopting this way of

management. 

 

This knowledge comes together to

allow us to quickly and easily

study people. 

 

We focus entirely on behaviours

providing an objective observation

of your people at work. 

 

All of our feedback is entirely

based on behaviours. It is an

appreciation of behavioural

diversity and a deep

understanding of culture that

makes this service so invaluable.

The actions that people

do

The words that people use

The way that people say

those words

The non-verbal and body

language of the person

The contributions and

work outputs from the

person.
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2.

3.
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Email for pricing:

rob@cultivatedmanagement.com

HOW  WE  STUDY

THE  OUTPUT


